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INTRODUCTION 
Composition operators inH* originally appeared in the work of Koop- 
man [5] on classical mechanics, and they have played a role in ergodic 
theory [3]. These operators also appear in a natural way in spaces with 
reproducing kernel, for example, by characterization of the automorphisms 
of the algebra of analytic functions inB, and continuous on B,,, by study- 
ing of cornmutant of Toeplitz operators [ 11. 
Nordgren in his work [6] gave a brief review of the results obtained in 
this field. 
The main purpose of this exposition isto study some properties ofthe 
composition operators on Hardy space of analytic functions inthe unit ball 
B, = {z E c”; IzI < 1 }. More precisely: first we shall characterize th com- 
position operators’ class and the invertibility of hese operators. Next we 
shall present examples of unbounded composition operators on H’(l3,) and 
prove some necessary and sufficient conditions for boundedness of com- 
position operators. Later we shall prove three geometrical conditions 
necessary for the compactness of a composition operator. Inthe last wo 
sections we shall give a simple characterization of the Hilbert-Schmidt 
composition operators, a sufficient condition for a composition operator to 
be trace class, and a formula for computing the trace of such an operator, 
PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper a = (a1 ,..., a ,) EN” stands for an ordered n tuple of non- 
negative integers ai. The following abbreviated notations will be used: 
Ial =a1 + ... +a, 
a!=a,!...a,! 
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The open unit ball in c” will be denoted by B,, or simply by B when it 
seems unnecessary tomention the dimension explicitly. The boundary of B, 
is sphere S2+’ (or simply S), the set of all ZE C” with IzI = 1. By U” will be 
denoted the unit polydiscs, and by r its distinguished boundary, i.e., the 
torus 
Let o be the Lebesgue measure on S. Similarly let m be the Haar 
measure on r, or equivalently Lebesgue measure on r divided by (270” in 
order to have m(f) = 1. 
Let H*(B) = {f: B -+ C: f holomorphic and sup,, r< 1 jS 1 f(rz)l* 
da(z) < co}. For each function ~EH~(B) the radial limit f*(z)= 
lim,, I(f(rz)) exists a.e. (T, andf* E L*(S, a), moreover llf*11:2 = supOG,<, 
fs I f(rz)12 Mz) ( see [S, p. 871). So H2(B) is a Hilbert space with inner 
product defined as follows: (f, g)Hzc8J = (f*, g*)L2cS,0,. This Hilbert 
space is called a Hardy space. In a similar way a Hardy space H2( Un) on 
the unit polydiscs an be introduced (see [7]). The standard orthonormal 
basis for H2(B,) is given by vectors 
eZ=n-“‘2(n+ Ial - 1)“2(cl!)-l’2Za. 
The set { 9: CI EN”} is the standard basis for H2( U”), and its elements will 
be denoted with the same letter ,. 
Now let o be an analytic map mapping B into itself. The following 
equality (C,f)(z) =f(w(z)) defines a linear transformation on H*(B). This 
transformation will be called a composition operator. Identically onecan 
define composition operator on H*(V), and this transformation will be 
denoted by K,. 
Note that for n = 1 the spaces H*(B,) and H2( U) coincide, but when 
n > 1 these spaces are different. 
INVERTIBILITY 0~ C, 
In this ection we will try to characterize th invertibility of C,. We start 
with the general: 
LEMMA 1. A nonzero perator A in H’(B,) is a composition perator if 
and only if A is closed, bounded on the set {z’: aEN”} and 
(AZ”)(Z) = fi (Azi)“‘(z) for every multi-index a, zE B. (1.1) 
i= 1 
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Proof The necessity istrivial. As for sufliciency put
w(z) = ((~z,)(zL (&J(z)). 
Since ach Azi E H*(B), o is an analytic map on B and o* exists a.e. 0. 
Fix a natural number k and consider integral 
js Iw*(z)l’k~~(z)=js(l~Az,)*o12+ ... + I(4)*(z)12Yw) 
=!-,;,:-fi I(Az,)*(z)l*“‘du(z) r=l 
The second equality is a consequence of Newton’s equality; the third one 
follows from (1.1). By the assumption there xists a constant K> 0 such 
that IlAz”jl 6 K llz’\\, so we can estimate the last integral sfollows: 
I(Az”)*(z)l’du(z)< KS c i Iza(’ da(z) 
s 11, =k Or! 
= K r, IzI 2k do(z) = KG(S). 
The above inequality isvalid for every k, hence 
lo*(z)12= &4zl)*(z)12+ .*. + I(Az,)*(z)l*< 1 a.e. 0. 
This implies o(B) c B. It remains to prove that Af = C, f for every 
f~ Domain A. But it is consequence of the fact hat {err: a EN”} is basic in 
H*(B) and that Coca = Ae,. 
COROLLARY. If C, is a one-to-one composition operator, {z’: c1 EN”} c 
C,(H2(B,)), and CL’ is bounded on the set {z’: a~N”j, then o is an 
automorphism for every n > 1. 
Proof: Direct computation shows that C;’ satisfies (l.l), so by 
Lemma 1 C;’ is a composition operator. Thus there xists a holomorphic 
map z: B -+ B such that C; ’ = C,. Since for every polynomial we have 
C, p E H2( B) and C, p E H’(B), hence for every polynomial p C, 0 C,(p) = 
C, 0 C,(p) = p or, equivalently, p(o(z(z))) = p(z(w(z))) = p(z) for every 
z E B. We conclude that o 0 7 = 7 0 w = I,, which completes the proof. 
Observation. If o(B) contains a set of uniqueness then C, is a one-to- 
one operator. (A set A is called a set of uniqueness if for every analytic 
functions f and g an equality flA = g I A implies the equality f = g.) 
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Note that for n = 1 C, has trivial kernel unless o is constant. Examples 
1, 2 and 3 below show that for n > 1 there are no constant composition 
operators with nontrivial kernel. 
BOUNDEDNESS 
It is easy to note that composition operators on every functional Hilbert 
space are closed. So C, and K, are closed operators for every o. Moreover 
Ryff has proved that for n = 1 every operator C, is bounded (see [9 3). 
When n > 1 this theorem fails. Examples of unbounded composition 
operators are preceded by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let f(z) = & a o a,.? then 
where 8, = n-n!2 
Proof. Since (f(z),eZ)H2=(f*(z),~,z1)L2~s~=~S~,P,rO~B~B~~Za da(z) 
= t?,a, Js ~9” do(z) = am/On, Parseval equality and the definition fthe 
norm 11. )I H~cBj show that 
II f II i&q = 1 I4 2 8r2. 
IZI z 0 
This yields (a). 
The proof of (6) is identical. 
We now give examples of unbounded composition operators K, and C, 
in the special case n = 2 (although the idea is the same for every n > 2). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let o(z)= (z1z2, z,z2) and let f(~)=&~~a~.z~ be an 
analytic function on U2 with property a,, = aorZ, when ltl,J = JaZI. Let 
denote 6, = a,, where s = 1~1. So by Lemma 2 
lI.fll?+= c la,lz= c { c lae12}= c (s+l) 1b,12. 
Ial a0 s20 [al=.7 S>O 
For K,f we can write 
Ltlz) =f(4z)) = c 4z1zda’ = 
1%) 20 
C { c h,z;z;) 
s>o IcI(=v 
=s~o(~+l)b,z;z~. 
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The sequence {b,};” can be chosen so that CsaO(s+ 1) lb,(*< co and 
C, a ,,(s + 1)2 lb,1 2 = co or equivalently f~ ZZ2( U2) and K,f$ ZZ2( U”). This 
proves that K, is unbounded operator on ZZ’(U’). 
The idea of Example 2 is identical tothat of Example 1, but o and f are 
chosen differently. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let o(z) = (2z1z2, 0) and f(z) =Cla,.,, a,~“, where 
a, = CI; ‘I4 if tll # 0 and a2 = 0, and a, = 0 otherwise. By Lemma 2 I( f I(’ =
K* CiLO(&(i+ 1)))’ < co, so that f~ ZZ2(Z3). Since C,f(z) = 
Ciao 2’a,z’,z;, Lemma 2 gives us 
,,c~f,l*=i~o; lai j*= c 4’(i!)2 1 
I, i>o (2i+ 1)(2i)! ‘7‘ 
Using Stirling’s formula for i! and (2i)! we obtain: 
4’(i!)’ 4’(i/e)2’(2ni) J;r 
(2i+ 1)(2i)! &z(2i/e)2iJ&Fi(2i+ 1)&=(2i’ 
This shows that II CJ II* = Ciao 22i8,;2. i- ‘I2 = co. Hence we have proved 
that C,frf ZZ2(B). This completes the proof. 
Now we shall prove two lemmas which give a sufficient condition for the 
boundedness of C,,, and K,I,. These lemmas we precede with the following 
introduction ofconvenient notation. 
Let P(z, <) be the Poisson-Sego kernel for B,, i.e., 
ZEB,,, [ES, 
p(z OJn- l)! (l- lz12Y -. , 
(270” I1 - (z, 1>12”’ 
where (z, 4’) = C;= 1 zigi s the inner product in c”. 
Denote also by C(z, [) the Cauchy kernel for u”. 
C(z,[)= fi (l-Zilr))l, ZE U”, (Er= T”. 
,=I 
We start with the following simple: 
LEMMA 3. Zf o E Aut(B,) then C, is bounded. Moreover 
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Proof For o E Aut(B,) and f E L’(S, r~) the following equality holds: 
(see [8, p. 441). By the Schwarz inequality I (z, 5) ( < IzI .151 in C” we have 
It follows that 
IICAI~ =J s IP(~(c)N~ MO= Jsmm~ a PK)I~ wo 
SO 
LEMMA 4. If ox B, + B, is a holomorphic map and 
M= sup sup J P(4rz), i) Wz) <~0, O<r41 ICI=1 s
then C, is bounded. 
Proof: Let f be a polynomial. Applying the reproducing property of 
Poisson-Sego kernel (see [S, p. 411) we obtain 
f’(z) = Js p(z, r) f2m do(i). 
Hence If’(z)1 < js P(z, 5) If([ do([) for every z E B,. Substituting w(rz) 
for z we obtain jC,f(rz)l’ <js P(w(rz), [) lf([)\‘dcr(z). By the above 
inequality and Fubini theorem ss IC,f(rz)l 2do(z) = ss I f(w(rz))l 2 da(z) 
G fs If(L’)12{jsP(drzh 0 d4z)) WC). This proves that IICdll’G 
M 11 f II 2and completes the proof. 
It is interesting to try to answer the question whether the condition in 
Lemma 4 is necessary for the boundedness of C,. I do not know the 
answer. Nevertheless I have found a necessary condition “similar” tothat 
from Lemma 4. 
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is bounded then 
i( l--r2 n ,jF, .-j II- (o*(z), $)I* da(z)< O”. 1 
Proof Let consider a family of functions f,,[(z) = (1 - (z, ri ) ) -‘, where 
r E (0, 1 ), z E B and c E S. It is obvious that f,,[ E H2(B). Thus )I C, fr,iII * < 
K I/ fr,il12 for every r and c and suitable positive constant K. Since f,,( is
simply Cauchy kernel for B,, II fr,cl12 = (1 - r2)-n (see [8, p. 391). We con- 
clude that 
da(z) d K 
for every [ and r. 
At the end of this part we have the following: 
LEMMA 5’. If C, is bounded then 
IlC,lI 2 {W - b(O)1 ,) -n’2. 
Proof. Let us consider the function f(z) = (1 - lo(z)12))“, ZE B,. The 
function f is nothing but Cauchy kernel C(q, [) = (1 - (q, 0))” taken in 
the point (q, [)= (o(z), o(z)). So we can write f(z) = C(o(z), o(z))= 
(C(., o(z))0 o)(z). Since for a fixed ZE B the function g(n) = C(n, o(z)) is 
analytic and continuous on B, we see that g E H*(B) and go o E H2( B). By 
the well-known inequality for H*(B) (see [ 8, p. 1281) we obtain 
I(C(., 4z))ooNrl)l G2”‘2 lIC(., dZ))~f4l(l - bKn’*, rj E B. 
Since C, is bounded and IIC( ., o(z))ll’ = C(w(z), o(z)) = f(z) we have 
If( = I(C(.> 4Z))~~NZ)l G2”‘* IlC,Il fw”u - Mr”‘*~ 
It follows that 
/ICJ 2 (2-” 1 f(z)l(l- IZI)n)1’2=2--‘2 
(1’;$)‘- 
for every z E B. 
Thus 
l’cculI ( 
1 - 42 1 42 
a ,y;$ 2(1 I4 > - lo(z) a ( 2( 1 - lo(o) > 
and the inequality isproved. 
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COMPACTNESS 
In this section we shall find sufficient conditions for both the com- 
pactness and the non-compactness ofC, and K,. These conditions are 
known in the one variable case. First we shall prove a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If w: B, -+ B, then 
I ,,c 
da 
,,2=(n+z-11).~~(I+l) 
lal =I 
7cn I 
s l~*(z)12’w4. 
Proof: 
,~,llC,e,ll’= 1 (n~~~1)!j~lW*‘(i)12~~(z) 
cl I?1 =I 
1 
=- 
5c 
(n+ I- l)! 
nn SI,I=/ Ct! 
10*a(Z)12 da(z) 
=(n+I-l)...(I+l) 
7cn Ix s ,x,;,f l~O*W2 W) 
(n+I- l)...(/+ 1) 
= 
rcn 
x 5 s ww’+ ... + lo~(z)l’)‘dcT(z) 
(n+2-1)...(1+1) = 
I? i 
s lo*(z)12’da(z). 
THEOREM 7. Zf C, is compact on H2( B), then lo*(z) I< 1 a.e. (r. 
Proof, The sequence {e,: c1 EN”} as orthonormal basis tends to zero 
weakly. Since C, is compact, /I C,e,lJ + 0 as /cl1 + co. Thus for arbitrary 
E > 0 there xists n, E N such that IICweaJI GE for every /cl/ > n,. Hence by 
Lemma 6 we obtain 
n+l--1 
& ( > 2 1 IICwerrl12= (n+I-l)...(I+l) n-l Ial =/ If 5 s b*(z)l”Wz) 
for 12 n,. Thus, for I > n, 
I s lo*(z)l” da(z)6 &?f ( > n,‘f; l 
1 
(n-i-Z- l)...(Z+ 1) 
=m’((n-l)!)-‘. 
409/109/Z-4 
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This inequality shows that Js ~o*(z)~*‘dcr(z) tends to 0 as I + co, but this 
can happen only when lo*(z)1 < 1 a.e. 0. 
Similarly for K, the following isvalid: 
THEOREM 8. If K, is compact on H2( U”), then 
fj Iw*(z)j < 1 a.e. m. 
The proof is identical tothe proof of Theorem 7 and we omit it. 
The following example shows that Theorems 7 and 8 are only necessary 
conditions for the compactness of C, and K,. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let P be the orthogonal projection fC” onto the complex 
line generated by (1, O,..., 0).Iff(z) = C,,, a0 a,z’ then by Lemma 2 
This proves that C, is bounded. On the other hand 
IlCp4 = 1 for c( = (i, O,..., 0) 
=o for other c( 
so I( CpeoI( f+ 0. Hence C, is not compact. 
The same method shows that Kp is bounded on H’(U”), but not com- 
pact. Examples 1 and 2 give even unbounded operators with w such that 
\o*(z)l < 1 a.e. Q or nrcl lo*(z)1 < 1 a.e. m, respectively. 
Example 3 is the special case of the following necessary condition for 
compactness. 
LEMMA 9. If C, is compact then o.~ = (0, ,..., 0,) has at most one fixed 
point in B,. 
(Note that every analytic function (except identity) w:U+ U cannot 
have more than one fixed point (see [2]), so the case n = 1 is trivial.) 
Proof Assume that o has two different fixed points a and b. First we 
prove the lemma under the additional assumptions a=0 and b= 
(zo, 0,..., 0) where z. E U. Let us consider o,(zl, z2 ,..., zn)as the function of 
one variable z,. Since w,(O)=0 and w,(z,, O,..., O)=z,, Schwarz’ lemma 
implies that o,(z,,O ,,.., O)=z,. Thus w1(z1,z2 ,..., z,)=zl+f(z), wherefis 
an analytic function on B, such that f(zi, O,..., 0) = 0 for every z, E U. It 
follows that Iw:(z, O,..., 0)l= 1 for every (zl = 1, therefore o*(z, O,..., 0) = 0 
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for every 2 < i < n and IzI = 1 (of are considered as limit functions ofone 
variable, more precisely w*(z) = lim,, i oi(rz, O,..., 0)). We conclude that 
oi(z, O,..., 0) = 0 for 2 < i < n and z E U. Let P be the orthogonal projection 
defined in Example 3. It is not hard to verify that C,, is bounded and 
P = w 0 P, so C, = C, C, should be compact; on the other hand Example 3 
shows that C, is not compact. This proves the lemma when w satisfies the
above additional conditions. 
Now we shall prove the lemma in the general case. There exists an 
automorphism r, such that r,(a)=0 and unitary automorphism z2 such 
that r,(t,(b)) iscontained in the complex line {(z, O,..., 0):ZE C), i.e., 
r,(r,(b)) = (z,, O,..., 0) where z0 is a suitable point in U. Put r = r2 0~~. 
Then ~=ZOOOZ-’ satisfies theadditional conditions (0 and (z,, O,..., 0) 
are the fixed points of G), therefore C, cannot be compact. Because ris the 
automorphism of B, then C, cannot be compact either. 
At the end we shall prove a sufficient condition for the non-compactness. 
This condition is known for the one variable case (see [ll, p. 4781). 
THEOREM 10. Suppose ox B, -+ B, is a holomorphic map and 
1 - ldaJl* 
i!?L 1 - lai12 
< co for some sequence { ai} such that a; --+ 9E S. 
Then C, is not compact. 
Proof: Because of its length the proof will be divided into two steps. 
Step I. We shall first prove the theorem when o satisfies two 
additional conditions o(O) = 0 and limi, co o(zi) = (1, O,..., 0) = q. For this 
purpose fix a real a E (0, n) and define f,(z) = ((n - a)(1 -- ~i)-~)i’*. The 
function f, may be regarded as defined on U, and 11 fail H~cBj can be 
expressed as an integral over U as follows (see [8, p. 151): 
= (n - 1)(n --a) frii 1 :;?li3 dr I,‘” 1 _ 2r1c~~~ + r2 dq 
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=(n-l)(n-a)Sir(l+I)n-3(1--1)11-1--.dr 
0 
~(n-l)(n-a)2”~3~‘(1-r)“~L”dr=(n-l)2”~3. 
0 
This follows that the family (J;} is equibounded. It is easy to note that 
f, 3 0 on compact subsets of B, as a tends to n. Hence f, tends to 0 
weakly. The proof will be ‘done if we show that IIC,f,li >A > 0 for a 
suitable positive constant A. By the Julia-Caratheodory theorem (see 
[8, p. 1771) the function g(z)= (1 -o,(z))/(l -z,) is bounded in every 
region D,(l) (D,(l)= {zEC”: 11 -zrl <(s/2)(1 - ]z]*)}, where E> l), so 
supD, /l -o,(z)l/ll -zrl GN,. This implies that for every aE(0, n) and 
ZED, 
By the generalized Riesz-Fejer theorem (see [3]) and the above inequality 
22 s s Lnn If&)l’dv,,-,(z) N,” (1) 
where L = {z E c”: im zI = 0} and v2,, ~ is the Lebesgue measure on 
L = R2”- ‘. A straightforward calculation shows that L n D, is a (2n - l)- 
dimensional ball (x - s-l)2 + Iz’(’ < (1 - E-‘)~, where x = re z1 and z’ = 
(z *,..., z,). To simplify the notation and calculations we now fix E = 2 and 
denote by B(x) the ball (x - x2)l12. B,_ r. Then 
IfJ4l’ hn-I(Z) 
(1 -rez,))“dv,,- r(z) 
=(n-alJLnD2 (l--x)~“(jsrrrdYh-*(zf)}dx 
=(n-a)/: v2n-2(B(x))(l -xl-“dx 
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=2n-2 1 (X--g)n-’ 
= (2n - 2)! (-Jjo (l-x)” dx 
.2n-2 , 
=tn-u) p-23 I o x 
-‘(I -X)n-l-adX 
=(n-a) 
7F2 ,r(n)r(n-a) 
(2n-2)! r(n+n-a) 
2n-2 (n-l)! 
=(n-a)(lz-2)!~(n-a)~~~(2n- 1 -a) 
=2n-2 (n - l)! 
=(2n-2)!‘(n-a+ 1)...(2n-l -a)” 
for every a 15 (0, n) 
(note that the three last equalities follow from the properties ofthe r Euler 
function). By (1) we have 
712n-2 (n-l)! 
“c,f,~~~~~“(2n-2)!.(n+1)...(2n-1)’0. 
This completes the proof of Step I. 
Srep ZZ. Now we shall prove the theorem in the general case. Without 
loss of generality we can assume w(zi) -+ c E S (if {o(zi)} is not convergent 
we replace the sequence {zi} with its suitable subsequence {z,}~= r). 
Similarly as in Lemma 9 we can find two automorphisms ri: B, -+ B,, 
i= 1, 2, such that zr(c) = (1,0 ,..., 0) r,(O) = 0, and r2(q) = (1,0 ,..., 0),
r2(o(0)) = 0. Let us consider ~33 = r2 0~00 T, and the sequence {Ii= ~~'(2~)). 
Then G(O) = 0, lim,, tu ti = (1, 0,..., 0) and limi, o. r3(ti) = (1, 0,..., 0).(Note 
that every automorphism of B onto B is a homeomorphism of B onto i?; 
see [8, pp. 26, 281.) 
To apply Step I it remains to prove that 
. 1 - IWi)l’< co. 
it: 1 - lt,l2 
Since 52 is the automorphism of B onto B, 
l- IT2(0(zJ)12= 
(1 - ITT’(0)12)(1 - IW(Zi)I’) 
II- (@,), T;‘(()))l’ 
= (1 - 140)12)(1 - 14zJ12) 
I1 - (O(ziL o(o))l2 
(see [S, p. 28]), so 
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1 - IG,(tJ’ . 
:i\ l-lt,f =)I? 
1+z2(W(51(ti)))lZ= lim l- Iz2(w(zi))12 
1 - piI i+cc 1 - lr;‘(zJZ 
= Lt 
t1 - lw(o)12)(1 - Iw(zi)12) 1 
11 - (w(zJ, w(O))j’ ‘c-j$ 
1 - bm12 
= I1 - ([, u(0))12?i~ 
l - l0(zi)l 2 < co 
1-Izi(2 . 
The non-compactness ofC, follows from Step I. This completes the proof 
since C, = C,; I C, C,; I. 
THE HILBERT-SCHMIDT CLASS 
The following theorem characterizes Hilbert-Schmidt composition 
operators. This is a simple xtension of the corresponding theorem for one 
variable, which was proved by Shapiro and Taylor (see [ 111). 
THEOREM 11. C, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H2(B,) if and only if 
o satisfies condition 
5 
(1 - Iw*(z)])-” da(z) < co. 
s 
ProoJ Lemma 6 and simple calculations give us 
1 llCweal12=L 1 III 20 7[nl,D(n+l-l)~-.(~+l)~~Jm*(z)12’d~(z) 
= jsi”(&)) ~I~*b912~~-$+W 
-(n-l)! 
IIn 
-(a- 1Y 
x” 
Because Iw*(z)] < 1 we obtain estimates 
(n-l)! 
2”lr” 
da(z). 
which completes the proof. 
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Similarly one can prove: 
THEOREM 12. K, belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class if and only if 
dm(z) < co. 
TRACE CLASS OPERATORS 
In this ection we shall consider trace class composition operators. For 
n = 1 J. H. Shapiro and P. D. Taylor have proved that if w takes U into a 
polygon inscribed inthe unit circle, then C, is a trace class operator. The 
proof of this theorem is based on the Riemann Mapping Theorem, I have 
failed to find a similar theorem for n > 1. We will prove a simple sufficient 
condition for the composition operator to be trace class, and we will find 
the formula for the trace of C,. 
PROPOSITION 13. Zf there exists a constant LE (0, 1) such that Iw(z)l < 2 
then C,, belongs to the trace class. 
Proof. Let cp,(z) = az, where a6 (0, 1). Note that Cq, is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator by Theorem 11. Thus C~,C~, = CqOz is a trace class 
operator, for every a E (0, 1). It follows that Cq, is in the trace class for 
every aE(O,l). Put 5=(pp’ow. By Lemma 4 the operator C, is bounded 
whenever a E (1, 1). Since C, = C,Cq, and since Cq, is a trace class 
operator, C is also a trace class operator. 
THEOREM 14. Zf C, is a trace class operator and o has a fixed point z0 
then 
tr C= (det(Z- w’(z,))))‘. 
Proof: Assume that z0 E B, is a fixed point of the o (note that by 
Lemma 9 there is only one fixed point). There exists an automorphism zof 
B such that 6 = T -’ 0 o 0 z has the fixed point equal to 0 and the linear part 
of 6 is a triangular matrix, i.e., 
O,(z)=a,,z, + ... +a,,z,+G,(z) 
G,(z) = a2222 + . . . + a,,z, + G,(z) (*I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
f&(z) = annzn + G,,(z) 
where by G;, i = l,..., n, are denoted parts of degree 2 2. Since C, is a trace 
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class operator, C, is also a trace class (see [ 10, p. 383). Moreover, since 
tr A = tr( Tp’AT) for any trace class operator A, the proof will be complete 
if we show that the formula for the trace of C, is valid for o satisfying (*). 
For this purpose let us consider the inner product 
(C&e,, e,) = O~(f%‘(z), ’). 
However, (3” has only one term of degree lcll, so
(C,e,, e,) = 0; fi a;(z’, za) = fi a;. 
Thus 
trC,,= C (Cc3e,,e,)= C (fi a;)=( fi (I-aiij)-’ 
I?1 20 III a0 i= I I==1 
= (det(Z- d’(O)))- ‘. 
But G’(O) = w’(z,), as one can easily check. This completes the proof. 
(Note that similarly one can prove the same theorem for K,.) 
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